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into!hearing,!nonEsigning! families,! ensuring!extensive!sign! languages’! acquisition! is! incumbent!
on! the! education! system! to! make! sure! that! they! can! become! bimodal! bilinguals.! However,!
recovering! from! a! century! of! oppression! and! attrition,! sign! languages! are! only! very! recently!
back!in!schools,! legitimated!in!research,!acknowledged!as! linguistic!human!rights!and!they!are!





we! provide! interactive! online! learning! activities,! free! and! open! to! all,! keeping! a! Deaf! balance!
without! the!ambition! to!become!massive.!The!connectivist!dimension!means! that! there!are!no!






(especially! from! Gallaudet,! as! the! unique! «!Deaf! university!»).! There! are! two! kinds! of!
involvement!levels:!as!tutors!(with!a!special!preEtraining!provided)!and!as!learners.!There!is!no!
other!requirement!to!participate!than!mastering!at!least!one!written!and!one!signed!language,!in!
order! to! be! able! to! exchange! one’s! knowledge! with! the! participants! from! the! other! country.!
Through!webcam!and!keyboard!the!learners!express!themselves!in!the!four!working!languages!
of! the! platform! (American! Sign! Language,! French! Sign! Language,! written! English,! written!
French),!either!synchronously!(during!the!Adobe!Connect!webcam!meetEups)!or!asynchronously!
(in!Moodle! forums,! collaborative!Prezis,!Memrise! lessons,! etc.).! Technically! and!pedagogically,!
handling! the!multimodality! and! the! coEpresence!of! four! languages! (including! two!nonEwritten!
languages)! is! a! challenge.!Yet! it! is! instructive! to!observe!which! choices! a! learner!performs!on!
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The! (m)OOC! is! scheduled! over! 2! x! 4! weeks,! preceded! by! optional! 4! weeks! of! tutor! training,!
between!February!and!June!(for!more!detailed!numeric!data!and!statistics,!see!slides).!Several!







who! might! master! the! foreign! language! only! on! an! average,! can! induce! a! more! productive!






and! learners’! community! is! also! taking! shape! around! the! project! idea,! to! share! experiences,!
feedback!and! resources! in! a! visual! thinking/Deaf! approach!of! interactive!CALL!and! future!SLE
MOOCs.!
